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SUBMISSION IN SUPPORT OF
RETENTION OF DONCASTER AEROMODELLERS CLUB (DAC) WITHIN
BULLEEN PARK

Purpose: To demonstrate that, even though no alternative site has been identified for
the DONCASTER AEROMODELLERS CLUB (DAC), any change in location outside
of the vicinity of Bulleen Park would be deleterious.

Summary of grounds for retention of DAC at Bulleen Park
1. There is no satisfactory alternative site

2. The current DAC facility is well used
3. Retention is in accordance with Manningham City Council’s strategy.

4. Proposed options and retention of existing open space

5. Ongoing operation of the DAC would be jeopardised if relocated
6. A ‘merger’ with another club may not be possible

7. Loss of social, community and philanthropic contribution

Introduction to DAC
DAC is registered with and regulated by the Victorian Model Aero Association (VMAA),
the Model Aircraft Association of Australia (MAAA) and the Civil Aviation Safety
Authority (CASA). The VMAA supports this Submission.1
DAC provides recreation and social inclusion opportunities for a diverse group of
people. Its members include females and males, aged between 7 and 92 years from
all walks of life and ethnic backgrounds with a range of abilities and disabilities, both
physical and mental. Most, but not all, members fly model aircraft. A number of
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members participate as social members. Members under the age of 16 years must
be accompanied by an adult so this encourages active participation by
parents/grandparents in their child’s/grandchildren’s development, learning and
interest.
DAC is more than simply a facility for flying model aircraft. Members are involved in
the building of models, both from plans and kit form, ranging from the highly
sophisticated to simple free flight aircraft. Importantly for the development of social
capital, somewhat like “Men’s Sheds” (but open to men, women and children), the
Club provides for social interaction and mental stimulation for those who may not be
interested in the more traditional physical sports. Moreover, the club provides the
opportunity for parents of children to actively participate in their child’s interest. It is not
unusual to see parents, at the clubhouse, assisting in the construction and repair of
their child’s aircraft.
The current location of DAC at Bulleen Park, where it has been for the past 50 years,
is unique and important to its members as it is the closest aero modelling club to the
CBD. This central location makes it particularly accessible to older members and
those with significant physical and mental disabilities. Relocation to a site in excess
of 5 kms from Bulleen Park would seriously threaten its continued existence.
With members who have expertise in areas such as electronic, mechanical and
aeronautical engineering as well military and civil aviation, the club is a rich source of
learning for all members regardless of age or formal qualifications.
It operates both during the day and at night and is utilised for flying, teaching technical
skills and providing networking opportunities on a regular basis. DAC holds club nights
where members with expertise share their special knowledge through formal
presentations, discussion and demonstration. Both structured and unstructured
practical learning occurs on flying days, with inexperienced members required to fly
under the control and supervision of a qualified flying instructor before they can fly
independently of an instructor.
Club activity fosters the development of social capital, community involvement, intergenerational interaction, mentoring and the development of multi-disciplinary skills
resulting in confidence building and presents a great basis for those wishing to study
and develop careers in the STEM (Science Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics) areas.

Retention of DAC at its present site is based on 7 main grounds
For the reasons set out below, DAC contends that it should not be required to relocate
because of the North East Link development. DAC’s reasons are internally and
logically consistent with the stated objectives of the EES, its guiding principles and the
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evaluation criteria. The EES dealing with Sport and Recreation Options Assessment 2
states its objectives include:
… identify options to provide for relocation of all existing recreation
facilities, clubs and individuals impacted by the project to enable their
continued use and operations with minimum disruption.
The Guiding Principles include:
Relocation and/or reinstatement should provide a suitable replacement
facility; [and]
Alternate relocation sites are within reasonable proximity to their existing
site to minimise impact on the community when travelling to a different
location to participate in their selected activities.3
Evaluation criteria developed by NELP include consultation with and feedback from
Manningham and Boroondara City Councils.4 The criteria were said to have been
developed to objectively assess the options available and to identify any unacceptable
consequences with the aim to refine the options. These criteria include:
Protect facilities and activities available for existing park users
Protect social, environmental and cultural heritage values; [and]
Efficient use of resources.
1. No satisfactory alternative site has been identified
As stated in the EES, no alternative site has been identified that would meet the needs
of the DAC, the environment or community.
It is not disputed that the current proposed relocation sites identified by NELP are not
suitable for DAC’s purposes.5 Furthermore, additional sites were considered by NELP
including Hays Paddock; Tikilara Park; the former Bulleen Drive-In; Muska Street
Reserve; Westerfolds Park and Banule Flats; all being deemed unacceptable for
aeromodelling. 6 DAC also conducted its own extensive search for a suitable
relocation site. It examined possible sites at Westerfolds Park; Odyssey House
Victoria area; Yarra Valley Parklands; and Lower Eltham Park. None of these possible
sites proved to present a suitable alternative to Bulleen Park. No other suitable sites
have been suggested by any interested party affected by the North East Link
development.
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The proposed relocation sites are not suitable for DAC due to proximity of housing and
roads, and safety issues concerning overhead power transmission lines.
DAC’s minimum site requirements have already been provided in earlier submissions.7
The minimum size of the flying area is 100m X 300m, or 30,000 sqm. Additional space
also needs to be provided for control line flying. The area must be flat, level and clear
of obstacles. Flying activities inevitably generate noise from propellers and engines.
Therefore, it needs to be a reasonable distance from any housing development. It
also needs to provide space for clubhouse facilities (including toilets) as well as ample
parking space close by. That is because the activities indulged in by members require
significant equipment as well as large models to be carried to the clubhouse.
In addition, DAC carries insurance, underwritten by MAAA, for property damage and
physical injury to others which depends on a safe and suitable operating site. It cannot
operate without that insurance. This makes suitable site selection a critical factor
when considering relocation.

2. The current DAC facility at Bulleen Park is well used
The Explanatory Notes to the Preliminary Evaluation8 includes “time spaces can be
occupied” and state that this may become important and be considered at a future
time. Access to the DAC facility and clubhouse is available to members 7 days per
week. Flying does not necessarily take place on every day the facility is accessed,
but as the clubhouse is well equipped to allow members to carry out work on existing
models and to construct new models, it is a well-utilised resource.
In November-December 2018 Xyst Australia, an independent body commissioned by
NELP, conducted an assessment of informal use of Bulleen Park, including the DAC
site.9 The following description of use given by Xyst is accurate and should be noted:
The study excluded model aircraft use (aeromodelling), but informally the
area was observed to be well used by model aircraft enthusiasts. On
almost every day the site was visited, the area was being used. Typical
numbers were from 2 or more people, and a Christmas function
(presumably of club members) occurred with approximately 50 people
attending. The relatively high use and popularity imply that generally this
recreation activity is not well provided for in the area, and Bulleen Park
has a large catchment area supporting the level of use observed.
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3. Retention of the current site is in accordance with Manningham City
Council’s (MCC) sports and recreation strategy
DAC’s site is located within Manningham City Council’s public open space.10 Bulleen
Park falls within the Significant Landscape Overlay due to its proximity to the Yarra
River.11 The role of the Significant Landscape Overlay is to protect the Yarra River
Environs. Manningham City Council’s preference is for DAC to remain at its Bulleen
Park site.12
It is particularly significant, in our submission, that the DAC facility at Bulleen Park
remains unfenced. When not in use by the club’s members for flying, the land is
available for informal community use.13 It is therefore regarded as unrestricted open
space.14
The loss of public open space is a significant issue for Manningham City Council and
the reason it opposes Option 2 which would result in DAC’s current site being given
over to the Tennis Centre.15 The most popular recreation activity at Bulleen Park has
been identified as dog-walking. Plainly, this activity would be seriously impeded if the
site were used as a Tennis Centre.

4. Proposed options and retention of existing open space
Adoption of proposed Options 3 and 4 would increase unrestricted open space by
about 6.5 hectares which is consistent with MCC’s preference to retain public open
space. Relocation of the Boroondara Tennis Centre into Bulleen Park, as proposed
by Option 2, is antithetical to maintaining public open space at that site. DAC space,
while restricted to members when flying aircraft, is unfenced and otherwise remains
available to the public.
The EES deals with the strategic direction of the Bulleen Park16 area and states the
following:
The overarching aim for the concept plan assessment is to provide
suitable replacement facilities to accommodate existing user groups….;
[and]
Of the seven options explored, four options (concept plans 1, 5, 6 and 7)
have been discounted due to the extent of impact that they impose and
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the inability to accommodate suitable replacement facilities for all clubs
and users…
We therefore address briefly only Concept Options 2, 3 and 4 on the understanding
that the other options will no longer be considered. If we are wrong about that, we ask
that we be permitted to lodge a supplementary submission dealing with any additional
option to be considered.
With respect, there appears to be a logical inconsistency between the stated reasons
for discounting four of the seven options and the retention of Option 2. Option 2
provides for the Tennis Centre to occupy the current DAC site even though a suitable
alternative site has not been identified by DAC or any other body. 17 In our respectful
submission, the adoption of Option 2 should have been discounted for the same
reasons as those relied on in discounting Options 1, 5, 6 and 7.
Furthermore, neither Manningham nor Boroondara Council, support Option 2. 18
Clearly, the adoption of this option would change the entire usability of Bulleen Park
due to the significant loss of public open space.
It should also be noted that that in Appendix A: Multi-Criteria Preliminary Evaluation,19
on two of the Evaluation Criteria, the Evaluation Descriptors identify unacceptable
disbenefits and severe impact on planned or predicted changes regarding future use.
On another criterion, the Evaluation Descriptor refers to complexities resulting in
unknown timeframes.
A further problem identified with Option 2 is that Bulleen Park is subject to water
inundation.20 The area in question is clearly part of a flood plain which is flat and free
of major obstacles, making it ideal for an aeromodelling field. Such flood plains are
usually found around the lower reaches of rivers and so the chance of finding a suitable
relocation site within reasonable distance from Bulleen Park must be remote.
Only Options 3 and 4 accommodate all affected users.21 Based on the preliminary
evaluation report, Option 3 appears to have fewer significant issues and disbenefits.
Manningham Council prefers Option 4 due to the encroachment of the golf course onto
its land under Option 3. Boroondara Council does not prefer Option 4 because it
involves significant alteration to the current golf course site. Nevertheless, neither the
golf course nor the Tennis Centre is at risk of extinction as is DAC. As neither Option
3 nor 4 impacts on DAC’s site, it expresses no preference.
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5. Ongoing operation of the DAC would be jeopardised if relocation out of
Bulleen Park is required
DAC has operated from its present site for the past 50 years. It has longstanding
members, most of whom (62%) reside within 6 kms of Bulleen Park22 and 87% within
12 kms. If forced to relocate, unless the new site is within a reasonable distance from
Bulleen Park, there is a real risk that the club will cease to exist.
Older members, parents of young members and those with disabilities may find it
impossible to travel longer distances. For example, DAC has a quadriplegic member
who, with a full-time carer, regularly attends the club. He can fly his aircraft with the
aid of complex electronics which were developed by another club member and
attached to his motorised wheelchair.23 Without muscle control in any of his limbs,
riding in a motor vehicle negotiating numerous corners is both stressful and painful.
Distance from the field is therefore critical for his continued involvement in DAC.
Relocation to a site more than 5 kms from Bulleen Park would be disastrous for this
member who relies primarily on the club for his social interaction.

6. A ‘merger’ with another club may not be possible
The suggestion that DAC could merge with another club is unlikely to meet the stated
objective of an alternative ‘within reasonable proximity’. It is suggested that DAC could
possibly merge with clubs located at Greensborough or Carrum Downs.24 Even the
closest club, Greensborough Model Aircraft Club, which has a field at Yarrambat, is
23 kms from Bulleen Park and would, in many cases, impose unacceptable travel
times on current members. Carrum Downs is 48 km from Bulleen Park.25 Equally
important is that we are aware that the closest clubs are already fully subscribed so
this would not provide a workable solution.

7. Social, community and philanthropic contribution could be lost
DAC has also been actively involved with the broader Victorian community in the
following:
Primary and High School STEM (science, technology, engineering and maths)
program;
RMIT Aerospace Engineering program;
RFDS (Royal Flying Doctor Service) fund-raisers over the last four years have
contributed in excess of $7000 to that organisation;
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Swinburne University final year projects developing a “gesture controller” to
enable the disabled to control an aircraft model; and
Affiliation with the local Air Leagues and Air Force Cadets.
These contributions would be jeopardised should the Club be affected by an
unsatisfactory relocation.

CONCLUSION
Closure or relocation of DAC’s current facility at Bulleen Park would have a significant
detrimental social impact and reduce the range of recreational options for current and
future members. Such action would not meet the objectives of the EES.
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ANNEXURE A
(Reprinted)

Victorian Model Aeronautical Association Inc.
PO Box 854
Bacchus Marsh, Vic 3340
Mob: 0418 878 168
Email: secretary@vmaa.com.au
Web: www.vmaa.com.au

June 05, 2019

North East Link Redevelopment Options for Bulleen Park
Reference:
To:

North East Link Project Environment Effects Statement

Miss Julia Jenvey
Senior Project Advisor Sports and Recreation
Level 12, 121 Exhibition Street,
Melbourne Victoria 3000

Dear Miss Jenvey
The Victorian Model Aeronautical Association (VMAA) is aware of the options being considered for
redevelopment of Bulleen Park to accommodate the construction of North East Link. It is noted that some
of the options would have serious impact on the Doncaster Aeromodellers Club.
The VMAA is the state arm of the Model Aeronautical Association of Australia (MAAA), which has
operational linkages with Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) as the Recognised Aviation Administration
Organisation (RAAO) for aeromodelling within Australia.
DAC is one of 80 clubs across Victoria that affiliate through the VMAA to deliver local activities and
interactions with members, prospective members and the general community.
Aeromodelling is an activity that
• combines social and technical pursuits
• allows either relaxing, unstructured recreation or striving for excellence including the opportunity to
compete at the international level
• teaches, develops and maintains skills and mental acuity which is important to all ages
• is very relevant to STEM education since it encompasses design, craft, engineering and electronics.
Programmes run by VMAA clubs have introduced aeromodelling to schools, Scout Groups, Air Force Cadets
and colleges. General club gatherings provide the indoor and outdoor environments to foster and maintain
social interaction for both young and old.
DAC is a long-standing club with a history of community involvement, teaching and training with many
members involved in top-line competition. Aeromodelling is a pursuit for everyone, with no age or sexual
orientation constraints; DAC training initiatives in particular deliver approaches for everyone including
people with physical and mental disabilities.
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To provide the social and community benefits described, it is important that clubs are within easy reach of
the community groups. Children and elderly members often find it impractical to travel lengthy distances to
participate while programmes with Scouts, schools and specific community sectors are often impossible if
they require transport to remote locations.
We urge the NE Link project team to find a solution that includes the retention of DAC at Bulleen Park.
If you have any concerns or require additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Joe Finocchiaro
VMAA Secretary
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ANNEXURE B
Figure 1. DAC Field Layout and Utilisation of Space
Current Bullen Park location meets below criteria
•
•

Location

•
•
•
•
•

Current location 14km from CBD
Be within 5 km’s of current DAC flying site in Bulleen.
Members utilise field location by dropping in for couple
flights (30 minutes) before, after work or even lunchtime.
Neighbours must tolerate model engines sounds that
meet council noise regulation.
Not near future residential/industrial development that
could in encroach on flying field boundaries. e.g Green
buffer zone
Located in a dead-end area so not a thoroughfare.
Not located next to body of water.
Current Bullen park location meets above criteria

DAC Club field size

minimum
42,000 sq.m

•

Need to cater for all flying interests – RC flying, Free
Flight, Control Line, Helicopter, multirotors (drones),
setup area, minimum 30m buffer zone, etc….

Carpark

minimum
1,500 sq.m

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wheel chair access to facilities
Easy access to Pits area for carrying models
Carpark ideally 50m set back from flying area.
Access 6am – 10pm
Flood lights for car park
Current Bullen park location meets above criteria

•
•

Disability toilets.
Easy walk to facilities

2000 sq.m

•

100m x 20m
plus >80m
landing
approach

•
•
•

Preferred orientation North / South
o Avoid sunrise and sunset
o prevailing wind directions
Grass area, level, and low roughness
Permanent edge marking line marking
Landing approach (>80m) either end of runway no
vertical object
No ponding of water, drains to sides
Current Bullen park location meets above criteria

Toilets

Runway
•
Where RC planes takeoff and land

•
•
Flying area
•
Where RC planes fly
circuits within field
boundaries
•
Includes Runway

minimum
300m x 100m

•
•
•

•

Grassed area and clear of plantation
Reasonably level
No vertical obstruction in flying area (tree, light poles,
power poles, fences).
No HV power lines, clearance required
Minimum 30m clearance to public areas (car parks,
buildings)
Field boundary secured to stop cars entering and
vandalising field
Current Bullen park location meets above criteria

•
•
•
•
•

Close to car park and adjoining taxiway
Shelter for model setup area
No ponding of water, drains to sides
Fenced
Flood lights

+30m clearance
•
•
•

Pits
•
RC plane setup area

400 sq.m
20m x 20m
Outside flying
area
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Taxi area
•
RC planes taxi from pits
to runway

•
•
•
•

Grass area, level, and low roughness for model
Two entry points 30m apart, either side of pilot box
4m wide
Permanent line marking

Pilot Box
•
Were pilots stand to
control RC plane

•
•
•
•

Grass area, level
Located middle of runway full length
Permanent line marked
Prefer pilot box on west side of runway so pilots face
east to avoid afternoon sun
9m set back from runway edge

•
Club house

>100 sq.m

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secured, enclosed area and locked up.
Access / usage 6am – 10pm
Veranda
Kitchenette
Battery charge facilities
Repair area facilities
Storage of consumables
Mower securely locked, out of sight from public
Webcam overlooking flying area & within club house.
240V power, water connected, internet (4G) for security
system
Current Bullen park location meets above criteria

•
•
•
•

Located at least 30m outside flying area from RC planes
Grass area, level, and low roughness for model
Shelter for model setup area
Fenced boundary

Disability

•
•
•

Must cater for disabled members
Level mown grass is fine
Carpark & Toilet facilities

Current field layout and
usage

Refer to diagram on next page
•
1 control line plus 2nd overflow C/L areas
•
Helicopter training and multirotor area
•
Free Flight and DL Glider area
•
Pattern Box for competition training
•
Club house, pits, shelters, disabled toilets
•
Drainage very good, level, smooth runway & C/L
•
Used 7 days a week by members
•
Weekend usage is dependent on weather conditions
•
Saturday afternoon training and public introduction to
club
•
Been in Bulleen Park since 1972 when club was first
formed. Prior to 1972 control line group used area
•
Junior Club have used DAC advanced their careers (e.g.
A380 pilots) and excel in the sport (e.g. F4 Scale World
Championship 2018)
•
Scouts, Schools and Universities (RMIT & Swinburne –
UAV challenge) have utilised our members and facilities.

Adjoining land

•
•

Control Line (C/L)

2 circled areas,
30m radius

Not near ponds, rivers and creeks
Not near housing and growing estates
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Figure 2. Other Flying Clubs’ Location, and Field Sizes
RC model aircraft
club

Location

Distance
from DAC

Field Area
(sq.m)

Hard Boundary
(No fly beyond)

Website

DAC
GMAC #
VARMS
- Relocation 2022
LDMFA #
MACS

Bulleen
Greensborough
Wantirna South
Rowville
Lilydale
Sunbury

0 km
23 km
24 km
31 km
36 km
46 km

42,000
35,000
77,000

All 4 side
1 side
2 side

https://www.dac.org.au
https://www.gmac.org.au
http://varms.org.au

23,000

2 side

SEMAC

Bangholme

48 km

PARCS

Carrum Downs

48 km

P&DARCS

Pakenham

65 km

NFG

Darraweit Guim

69 km

http://www.ldmfa.com
http://www.macsunbury.asn.au
https://www.semac.org.au
http://parcs.org.au
http://pdarcs.com.au
http://www.nfg.org.au

More clubs in Victoria here

http://www.vmaa.com.au/index.php?q=find-a-club.html

# Club under pressure from local developments encroaching on field boundaries. Possible relocation of club in
the future

Figure 3. Other Flying Clubs’ Location, and Distance from DAC
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Figure 4. Other Flying Clubs’ Field Size Comparison
(Field measurements are approximate)
To Scale
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Figure 5. Current DAC Field Layout Showing Space Utilisation
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Figure 6. Minimum Flying Site Requirements
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